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ABSTRACT 

STUDY OF THE REACTION DYNAMICS OF Li + HF, HCl 
BY THE CROSSED MOLECULAR BEAMS METHOD 

Christopher H. Beckera, Piergiorgio Casavecchiab, 
Peter W. Tiedemannc, James J. Valentinid, 

and Yuan T. Lee 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

and 

Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

MAY 1980 

LBL-10564 

The reactions of (I) Li + HF ~ LiF + H and (II) Li + HCl ~ LiCl + H 

have been studied by the crossed molecular beams method. Angular distri-

butions [N(8)] of product molecules have been measured at 4 collision 

energies (E ) ranging from about 2 to 9 kcal/mole and time-of-flight 
c 

(TOF) measurements of product velocity distribution were made at 

approximately E = 3 and 9 kcal/mole for both reactions (I) and (II) . 
c 

The combined N(8) and TOF results were used to generate contour maps 

of lithium-halide product flux in angle and recoil velocity in the 
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center-of-mass (c.m.) frame. For reaction (I) at E = 3 kcal/mole the 
c 

c.m. angular distribution [T(8)] shows evidence of complex formation 

with near forward-backward symmetry; slightly favored backward peaking 

is observed. The shape of this T(8) indicates there is significant 

parallel or antiparallel spatial orientation of initial and final 

..... ..... 
orbital angular momentum 1 and L', even though with H departing L' must 

be rather small and t = Jv, where Jv is the final rotational angular 

momentum vector. It is deduced that coplanar reaction geometries are 

strongly favored. AtE = 8.7 kcal/mole the T(8) of reaction (I) becomes 
c 

strongly forward peaked. The product translational energy distributions 

P(ET') at both these collision energies give an average ET' of ~55% of 

the total available energy; this appears consistent with a theoretically 

calculated late exit barrier to reaction. The T(8) at E = 2.9 and 9.2 
c 

kcal/mole for reaction (II) are forward-sideways peaked. Most of the 

available energy (~70%) goes into recoil velocity at both E for LiCl 
c 

formation. This suggests a late energy release for this 11 kcal/mole 

exoergic reaction. Both reactions (I) and (II) show evidence of no more 

than a minor partitioning of energy into product vibrational excitation. 

Integral reactive cross sections (oR) are evaluated by integrating the 

product distributions in the c.m. frame and using small angle nonreactive 

scattering of Li as an absolute calibrant. Values of OR are: for LiF 

formation oR ~ 0.8 X2 
and 

LiCl formation o = 27 X2 
R 

0.94 A2 
atE = 3 and 8.7 kcal/mole, while for 

c 

and 42 X2 at E = 2.9 and 9.2 kcal/mole, with 
c 

estimated absolute and relative uncertainties of a factor of 2, and 30%, 

respectively. Average opacities for reaction have been estimated from 



the reaction cross sections and the extent of rotational excitation of 

products to be about 0.1 for reaction (I) and 1 for reaction (II), for 

L values allowed to react. These results are discussed in some detail 

with regard to the kinematic constraints, reaction dynamics and potential 

energy surfaces for these two reactions, and related experimental and 

theoretical work are noted. 

In addition, angular distributions of nonreactive scattering of Li 

off HF and HCl are measured at 4 different E each. Rainbow structure 
c 

is observed at low E and the angular distributions are fit by a spheri~ 
c 

cally symmetric piecewise analytic potential. The resulting values of 

the potential 1 s well depth (t:~) and minimum position (r ) are: for 
m 

Li + HF E = 0.46 kcal/mole and r = 4.34 1 and for Li + HCl E = 0.32 
m 

kcal/mole and r = 4.7 A. These results differ significantly from some 
m 

earlier estimates based on the measurements of integral scattering cross 

sections. 





I. INTRODUCTION 

Crossed molecular beams studies of reactive and nonreactive 

scattering of the systems Li( 2s
112

) + HX(
1

2:+,v=O) (X= F, Cl) have been 

carried out at collision energies ranging from approximately 2 to 9 

kcal/mole under single collision conditions, These studies have been 

motivated by a desire to increase our understanding of elementary 

chemical processes in several ways. 

As a direct consequence of experimental measurements, information 

is obtained about the dynamics of these two particular reactions involving 

lithium atoms and hydrogen halides. A more far reaching motivation is to 

provide experimental results for a future test of the accuracies of 

ab initi~ and semi-empirical potential energy surfaces and reactive 

scattering computational methods and to allow examination of the correla-

tion between the potential energy surface (PES) of a system and the 

reaction dynamics, for a given mass combination. The Li + HF system is 

a good test case because of the simplifications of dealing computationally 

with only these light atoms, only one reactive product channel, LiF + H, 

is energetically open, and only one PES governs the dynamics at collision 

energies up to -30 kcal/mole. 

A partial PES for Li-F~H was first computed by a~ initi~ means by 

Lester and Krauss.
1 

Only the entrance channel of Li + HF was examined, 

A particularly interesting result found was the significant attraction 

of 3.6 kcal/mole for a linear Li-F-H configuration, deepening slightly 

for a more bent configuration. The interpretation of the origin of 

this attraction was ambiguous; it could be due either to a surprisingly 



strong electronic 2 sl/2_l~+ interaction for a stable triatomic con

figuration or simply to the onset of the chemical reaction. 

Evidence of a rather strongly bound triatomic system for Li-F-H, 

but not Li-Cl-H, was put forth by Trenary et a1.
2 

in a fascinating 

ab initio study of Li and Na with first and second row diatomic 

hydrides, The dissociation energy of the constrained linear LiFH -.-

Li + HF was estimated to be 4.2 kcal/~ole, compared to 

the reaction exoergicity of 1.1 kcal/mole. Semiempirical PES 

have been reported forLiFH by Balint-Kurti and Yardley, 3 for LiFH4 •5 

and LiClH5 by Zeiri and Shapiro. Another more complete ab _ini~t~~ PES 

for LiFH recent 
6 has been carried out by Chen and Schaefer. Two of 

th~ more extensive semiempirical and recent initio PES calculations 

on Li + HF also show the existence of a stable LiFH configuration with 

D values of 2.5 kcal/mole3 (for Li-F-H angle of 135°) and 4.6 kcal/mole6 
e 

(for 114°), differing from that shown in Figs. 5 and 8 of reference 4. 

These studies also show the existence of an exit potential energy barrier 

for breaking H atom from LiF. At a b~nt configuration the height of the 

barrier of LiFH is smallest and is calculated to be 10.4 kcal/mole,
3 

12.4 kcal/mole, 5 and 10.0 kcal/mole6 relative to the potential minimum 

for ~i + Hf. If the zero point energies are taken into account, the last 

value becomes 6.4 kcal/mole. 6 

7 
In one previous molecular beam experimental study of Li + HF, HCl, 

nonreactive integral cross sections were measured as a function of Li velocity. 

Partially quenched glory oscillations were seen for Li + HCl, but not 

for Li + HF, and by assuming a spherically symmetric interaction with 



a Leonard-Jones (12-6) potential, values of Er , E, and r were deter-m m 

mined, where E and r are the well depth and the position of the 
m 

potential minimum, respectively. The product Er is in principle 
m 

better determined in the analysis of the glory oscillations than E 

and r independently. Results were for HF: E = 0,10 kcal/mole and 
m 

r ~ 4.79 A, and for HCl: E 
m 

0.51 kcal/mole and r = 4.02 A. For HF, 
m 

these values differ somewhat from a calculated spherical averaged 

1 
interaction potential by Lester and Krauss (E c 0.06 kcal/mole, 

5.0 A). 

r 
m 

There are several recent reviews of computational methods for 

. 8 9 10 
reactive scatter1ng. ' ' Fully quantum mechanical calculations 

might not likely be carried out for the Li-HX systems in the 

very near future due to the large number of channels involved. Classical 

trajectory methods are by far the most common for such systems. Because 

LiCl formation is exoergic by -11 kcal/mole and is found to be facile, 

the classical trajectory methods are likely to be adequate for obtaining 

some important features of reaction dynamics from the potential energy 

surface. The question of H tunneling through the exit barrier in LiF 

formation at low collision energy \vhich cannot be described adequately 

by classical trajectory methods, can provide an important test of 

11-13 
approximate quantum methods. One scattering calculation has been 

carried out based on the consideration of coupling coefficients between 

reactant and product angular momentum functions without using a PES for 

Li + HF
14 

reflecting the consequences of kinematic constraints for this 

system. 



From a more historical perspective on alkali atoms with hydrogen 

halides, K + HBr ~ KBr + H was the first successful crossed molecular 

beams experiment~ in 1955. 15 Unfortunately, little detailed dynamical 

information was obtained for this system primarily due to the kinematic 

constraint forcing the product KBr to travel V?ry close to the center 

16 17 18 
of mass velocity vector. • During the 1960's the reactive and 

19 20 nonreactive • scattering of K + HBr continued to receive extensive 

attention from several groups. With some improvements in apparatus, 

the center~of-mass (c.m.) angular distributions, T(S), and product 

translational energy distributions, P(ET'), were obtained forK+ 

HBR, DB~ 18 and a rough T(8) deduced forK+ TBr. 21 

Most recently, the effect of reagent translational and vibra-

22 
tional energy on the reaction K + HCl ~ KCl + H has been studied, 

though no attempt was made to determine the angular and energy 

distributions of scattered products in the c.m. system. This study 

has shown a drastic increase in reaction probability with vibrational 

excitation for this slightly endoergic reaction, while the equivalent 

amount of translational energy was found to be much less effective in 

promoting this chemical reaction. 

From a study of the family of reverse reactions (H + MX ~ HM + x)
23

•24 

it was found that these reactions have very small barriers, the c.m. 

angular distributions are quite anisotropic, and the reactive cross 

o2 
se~tions are modest (1~10 A), But the conclusions derived were quite 

uncertain, due to the poor resolution of the experiments using high 

temperature beams with thermal velocity distributions. 



The electric deflection analysis of the CsBr product from the Cs + 

HB . 25 ' 26 h . d. d h . 11 11 .c h '1 bl . r react1on, as 1n 1cate t at essent1a y a OL t e ava1 a e 

angular momentum goes into product rotation, as expected for this family 

f 
. 27 

o react1ons. Recently the reactivity as a function of the reactant 

rotational state has been investigated forK+ HCl (v = l,J);
28 

this 

experiment suggests that molecular rotation inhibits reactions. The 

general effect of the rotational excitation of the reactants on the 

reactivity is still not well understood.
29 

A nonmonotonic effect has 

been reported for the Na + HX reaction.
30 

In this study in order to understand the interaction potentials 

and reaction dynamics of Li + HF and Li + HCl high resolution crossed 

molecular beams experiments have been performed. After a description 

of the experimental conditions in Sect. II, we present the experimental 

measurements of nonreactive and reactive angular distributions for the 

Li + HF and Li + HCl systems at four different collision energies, 

and also the results of the time~of~flight velocity measurements of the 

reaction product at two energies for each system in Sect. III. The 

methods of analysis of the reactive scattering data are briefly dis-

cussed in Sect. IV, and the results of the analysis are given in terms 

of the c.m. angular and translational energy distributions of products. 

Also in Sect. IV, an estimate of the nonreactive integral cross section 

is given, and the nonreactive angular distributions are analyzed in 

terms of the spherically symmetric part of the potential for the Li + 

HF and Li + HCl interactions. In Sect. V therse results are discussed, 

with particular reference to the information they contain about the 



relation between PES, kinematic constraints and dynamics for these 

reactions, 



II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The crossed molecular beam apparatus employed in this study has 

d d . 1 31,32 
been describe in etail prev1ous y. Supersonic beams of Li atoms 

seeded in a rare gas carrier and of HF (HCl) molecules, after differential 

pumping stages, are crossed under single collision conditions at 90° in 

a liquid nitrogen cooled collision chamber maintained at ~L5 x 10-
7 

torr. 

The Li source consists of a tantalum reservoir with a gas inlet tube 

and a tantalum nozzle tube attached by electron beam welding. The 

reservoir is radiatively heated by a 0.05 mm x 2.0 mm tungsten ribbon 

wound around eight high purity alumina posts, which are surrounded 

by three tantalum radiation shields. The reservoir temperature is 

monitored with a thermocouple spot-welded to the bottom of the 

reservoir. About 450 watt are dissipated in this heater for attaining 

a temperature of 960°C, which corresponds to a lithium vapor pressure 

of 27 torr. The nozzle tube is heated in a similar way (except that 

the heater is smaller- four alumina posts are used); with 170 watts 

a temperature of 1150°C is attained. The temperature of the nozzle 

must be considerably higher than that of the reservoir in order to 

avoid Li
2 

formation in the beam and Li condensation at the nozzle. 

Search for 11
2 

in the Li beams has indicated their absence in our 

experimental conditions. Various rare gas mixtures with different 

average mass number could be flowed into the reservoir as carrier 

gases through the inlet tube allowing one to vary the Li atom velocity 



by the seeded beam technique, and thus vary the collision energy. The 

rare gas pressure is usually 1200 torr. The inlet tube has a con-

str!ction just befo~e entering the reservoir to ensure a local high gas 

velocity wh:i.ch prevents lithium from backstreaming. and there is a baffle 

inside the reservoir to ensure thorough mixing of the lithium vapor 

and carrier gas. The skimmer attached to the beam source chamber is 

constructed as a one~piece skimmer~heater unit, and heated to 500°C to 

prevent lithium condensation at the skimmer orifice. It is not 

necessary ~o heat the defining slit which follows the skimmer, since 

the amouPt of lithium deposition is small even after two weeks of oper-

ation. The supersonic lithium beam. produced from a Q.OB mm diameter 

nozzle. is defined to a 2.3° angular divergence. giving a beam width of 

3 mm ~t the colllsion center. 

A supersonic HV (HCl) beam is produced from an oven/nozzle source, 

which is a resistive~y hea~ed nickel tube, maintained at 380°C to pre-

vent HF (HCl) dimer formation, At this temperature, the concentration 

+ + 
the dimers monitored by the mass spectrometer as H2F and H2Cl are 

found to be less than 1% of the monomer. The nozzle diameter is 0.08 

mm and the angula~ divergence of the bea~ -3.5°, also giving a beam 

width of 3 mm at the collision center. HF and HCl are research grade 

from Matheson Gas Products and are not further purified, A cyli.nder 

of pure hydrogen fluori.de was kept at room temperature so as to yield 

a stagnation pressure of 740 torr behind the nozzle. Pure hydrogen 

chloride was used with a pressure regulator to give a stagnation 

pressure of 800 torr. 



The velocity distributions of the beams are characterized by 

time-of"-flight (TOF) measurement and Table I gives the Li, HF and HCl 

molecules effective bulk flow temperature, Mach number, full-width-at-

half-maximum (FWHM) relative velocity spread and peak velocity. Also 

shown are the four average collision energies (Ec) for the Li + HF and 

Li + HCl systems. Typical velocity distributions of the beams are 

shown in Fig. 1. The solid line is a parametric fit to the deconvoluted 

distribution for the Mach number and the temperature given in Table I. 

Angular distributions of reactively scattered LiF and LiCl, and 

elastically or inelastically scattered Li are measured in the plane 

defined by the two beams as a function of laboratory scattering angle, 

8, measured from the Li beam by a rotatable ultrahigh vacuum mass 

. d 31 spectrometrlc etector. The angular distribution measurements are 

time normalized by periodically returning the detector to an arbitrary 

angle chosen as reference during the scan in order to account for possible 

long term drifts in beam intensity and detector sensitivity. Modulated 

background near the hydrogen halide beam (~15°) is corrected by counting 

for equal time with the primary beam flag open and closed, and sub-

tracting the results. The amount of this correction varies from a few 

per cent at 8 "' 75° to a maximum of 60% at 8 = 84° for LiF produced in 

the Li + HF reaction at EC = 2.2 kcal/mole. 

Velocity distributions of the incident beams are determined by 

conventional TOF measurements, with the detector aperture reduced from 

the normal 3 x 4 mm to 0.13 mm diameter to allow a shorter shutter opening 

period and maintain a low detector pressure. A chopper disc of 17.8 em 
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diameter rotating at 290 Hz with eight 1 mm wide slots is used for 

all Li, HF and HCl beams. This provides a 6 ).lsec shutter opening 

period. The data is recorded with a 255 channel multiscaler operating 

at 2 ).lsec dwell time per channel. 

Product velocity distributions at selected angles are determined 

by means of two different TOF methods, depending on the signal-to~ 

noise (S/N) ratio. For the highest S/N ratio of scattered product 

(for Li + HCl at Ec 9.2 kcal/mole) conventional TOF measurements are 

performeq, similar to the determination of the beam velocity distri

bution, except with a 3 x 1 mm entrance slit. For LiCl scattered from 

Li + HCl at EC = 9.2 kcal/mole, the flight times from chopping wheel to 

the detector range from 110 to 240 ).lsec; the shutter opening period is 

2.5 to 5.5% of the flight time for this system. This is smaller than the 

9% dispersion of length of flight path (17 em) due to the finite length 

of the ionization region (1~5 em). When S/N ratios are low, product 

velocity distributions are determined by means of the cross correlation 

(CC) t~me-of-flight technique. 33 For these measurements the product mole

cules ar~ modulated at the detector entrance aperture (3 x 2.2 mm) by a 

rotating wheel, the periphery of which is coded with a pseudo-random 

binary sequence of open and closed slots (255 elements), The wheel 

diameter is again 17,8 em and the width of each element is 2.2 mm, The 

efficiency of signal recovery is improved by a factor of ~35 for the 

CC method compared with the conventional TOF method described above, 

due to the higher fr&ctional open time (~SO%) of the pseudo-

random chopper compared with that (~1,4%) of the conventional chopper 



disc. The CC disc rotates at 326.8 Hz, corresponding to a shutter 

function of 12 usee for each element of the pseudo-random sequence. 

On-line minicomputer control and data reduction is used to allow 

immediate recovery of the time-·of-flight distribution of the product 

by cross correlating the modulation function >vi th the measured spectrum 

recorded by the 255 channel scaler. The channel width of the multi-

channel analyzer is 12 ]Jsec, identical to the opening time of the 

smallest slot of the CC disc. Thus at the flight time of our experi-

ment the CC chopper gives a time resolution of 5-11%. The uncertainty 

in the laboratory velocity distributions of the products caused by 

both time resolution and flight path dispersion is accounted for in 

the data analysis, performing a deconvolution of the TOF spectra over 

the ionizer length, as well as over the finite slit sizes of the TOF 

wheel and of the detector. 

Aside from the fact that the signal from the electron bombardment 

ionization detector is proportional to the number density of atoms or 

molecules in the ionizer, it is also proportional to the ionization 

cross section and fragmentation pattern of a given specie and the 

transmission of the mass spectrometer. The ratios of mass to charge 

values m/e 1:42 and 7:26 which give information on the ions coming 

f d . . . d d" . . . f h 11· 35c1 d 7 · 19
v b rom .J.ssoc1at1ve an 1rect 1onJ.zat1on o _ t e 1 , an LJ .,- y 

200 eV electrons have been measured at the peak of the reactive angular 

distributions at different collision energies. The contribution to Li+ 

coming from nonreactively scattered Li atoms has been taken into account 

at the peak angle by interpolating the rather smooth and monotonic 
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nature of the nonreactive Li angular distributions in these ranges 

(see Sect. III). The following values of ratios of the observed 

signal have been obtained: m/e 7:42 = 1.9:1 and 7:26 • 5.7:1. The 

relative mass dependent transmission function of the quadrupole has 

been determined from the known fragmentation pattern of trans-2-

34 butene. The following relative values of transmission have been 

obtained (the index indicates the mass in amu): f
7 

= 1, £26 = 0.58, 

£
42 

~ 0.24, From the above ratios of m/e and from the determined 

transmission function, the branching ratios for the ionization pro

cess for LiF and LiCl are derived: Li+/LiF+ = 3.3; Li+/LiCl+ = 0.34. 

The latter was corrected for isotopic contributions, These values 

are very close to the results of mass spectrometric investigations of 

the fragmentation of the LiX vapor system at high temperatures. Li+/LiX+. 

. 35 36 from the L1X, was reported to be 3.5 for X= F and 0.30 for X= Cl 

at an electron energy of 75 ev. 

The laboratory angular distributions of LiCl are measured at 

m/e "" 42. using counting times between 10 sec (at EC = 9.2 kcal/mole) 

and 40 sec (at EC = 1.9 kcal/mole) at each angle, giving a S/N ratio 

of 100 and 35 at the peak of the distributions, respectively. Angular 

distributions of LiF product are recorded at m/e = 26 only at the two 

highest collision energies, namely EC = 8.7 and 5.7 kcal/mole. With 

60 seconds counting time, S/N is 15 and 9 respectively. Product 

counting rates at the peak of the angular distribution for m/e • 42 

and m/e = 26 were typically 1850 cts/sec and 60 cts/sec for the 

experiments with highest collision energies. At the two lowest 
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collision energies signals at m/e = 26 for LiF are too low, thus the 

angular distributions of LiF are obtained from the m/e = 7 angular 

distributions (see Sect. III). Typical counting times for the m/e 

7 angular distributions are between 20 sec and 60 sec for both systems 

at the highest and lowest collision energy, respectively. A total of 

4 to 6 scans are carried out for each angular distribution measurement. 

The velocity distributions of the LiF and LiCl products are 

obtained at m/e = 7, taking advantage of the favorable branching ratio 

and higher transmission of Li+. Since the reactively scattered LiX 

and nonreactively scattered Li have distinctly different laboratory 

velocities, the TOF data is capable of distinguishing between reactive 

and nonreactive m/e 7 signals. At EC = 9.2 kcal/mole the m/e = 42 

LiCl TOF spectra also were recorded at m/e = 42 in order to check the 

m/e = 7 data. The TOF peak corresponding to elastically scattered 

lithium is not detectable at a large scattering angle for the Li + HCl 

system where reactive signals are dominating, indicating a very large 

depletion of nonreactive lithium intensity due to chemical reaction, 

while the elastic signal is present and distinct for the Li + HF system 

at all angles. Typical recording times are 90 minutes at each angle 

.+ for the conventional TOF of Ll from LiCl at EC = 9.2 kcal/mole and 5 to 

+ 60 minutes for the cross correlation TOF of Li from LiCl and LiF at 

the other energies studied. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The velocity distributions of the reactants measured by the TOF 

method are shown in Fig. 1. The solid circles are the data transformed 

from time to velocity space and the line is the best fit distribution 

<;:onvoluted over the experimental resolution. The parameters which descri.be the 

fittt~d distributions are those of Table I. An exemplary Newton diagram 

displaying a kinematic system is shown in Fig. 2. The effect of the 

velocity spreads of reactants has been indicated in Fig. 2 by drawing 

two more Newton diagrams about the nominal velocity vectors - the most 

probable values. The extreme velocities of Li used represent prob-

abilities of finding 50% of beam intensity relative to the peak. The 

v and e are laboratory velocity and scattering angle. while u and e are 

c.m. quantities. 

The angular distributions recorded at m/e 7 for four collision 

energies are shown in Fig. 3 for Li + HF and Fig. 4 for Li + HCI. The 

"hump" in the data near the direction of the velocity of center-of

mass of the system is due to fragmentation of reactively scattered LiX 

in the ionizer. The other dominating feature is the nonreactive scatter~ 

ing of Li at small angles, Some rainbow structure can be seen in the 

nonreactive data at low collision energies, The solid lines represent 

a fit to the nonreactive data, described in Sect. IV.C. 

The laboratory angular distributions N(8) of LiF are shown in 

Fig, 5 for the four EC. The two highest EC distributions are at m/e 26, 

while the lower EC N(O) are from m/e 7 measurements obtained 



from the "hump" in Fig. 3 by subtracting the contribution of an assumed 

smooth variation in the nonreactive scattering angular distribution. 

Comparisons of reactive N(8) for the other systems obtained by this 

subtraction method with direct m/e 26,42 measurements show this is a 

reliable means for obtaining the low signal N(G). The data are the 

circles with representative error bars of ±2 standard deviation of the 

mean (~95% confidence limit) while the solid lines are fits to the data 

discussed in ~)ect, IV. B. The nominal Newton diagrams are shown and 

arrows mark the beam and c.m. positions. The lmv EC data show a bimodal 

structure indicating formation of a complex living comparable to or 

longer than a rotational period, with a slight preference for scattering 

in the backward direction with respect to Li motion. This disappears 

at higher EC where the distribution shows a weighting toward the forward 

direction. Figure 6 is the similar figure for the N(8) of LiCl recorded 

at m/e 42. These distributions show forward scattering of LiCl. 

The TOF results at different EC and 8 for LiF and LiCl are displayed 

in Figs. 7,8,9 and 10. The data shown are for m/e 7 except for one 

angle shown in Fig. 7, 8 = 40°, where m/e 26 was measured, but the 

channel numbers are adjusted for the differences in the flight times. 

The TOF of LiCl at EC 9.2 kcal/mole were recorded also at m/e 42 which 

agreed with m/e 7 data. Again, the data are solid circles with repre

sentative error bars while solid lines are the fits to the data discussed 

in Sect. IV.B. Data in Fig. 9v.rere obtained by the single shot time-of-

flight method with 2 vsec channel width. Figures 7,8, and 10 used 12 

)Jsec channel widths characteristic of the cross correlation wheel. A 
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test comparison of the two techniques for LiCl at EC "" 9.2 kcal/mole 

showed good agreement. The time scale represented by channel numbers 

also contains the ion flight time of Li+ from the ionizer through the 

quadrupole mass spectrometer to the scintillation type ion counter. 

The velocity scale shown has been corrected for this ion flight time 

and thus corresponds to the actual velocity of the LiCl (LiF) product. 



IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERI!'1ENTAL RESULTS 

A. Reactive Scattering: Center-of-Mass Angular and Velocity 
Distributions. 

Two methods are used for the derivation of c.m. 

angular and veloci distributions of reaction products from the 

laboratory angular distributions and time-of-flight measurements of 

velocity distributions. T'he direct deconvolution of experimental 

results developed Siska37 based on the iterative ratio method is 

quite convenient, but it is also very sensitive to the noise in the 

data. Only for the results of Li + HCl + LiCl + H at E = 9.2 c 
kcal/mole, which represent the best data in this series of experiments, 

was the direct deconvolution found to be successful. For most of the 

data, we have relied on the forward convolution to find the range of 

the best fit center-of-mass distributions which give good agreement 

with the experimental results 

1. Li + HF + LiF + H. 

Data for both energy systems (E = 3.0 and 8.7 kcal/flole) have 
c 

been analyzed by using a forward convolution trial and error fitting 

technique in which the c.m. angular and energy distributions are input 

as trial functions. The corresponding labora angular and TOF 

distributions are then calculated and compared to the experimental data. 

The experimental resolution broadening, due to the TOF tvheel and detector 

slit sizes, wheel velocity and ionizer length and spread in beam velo-

cities, is taken into account. The original trial function is adjusted 

and the process repeated until a satisfactory fit is obtained to both 
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the TOF spectra and the angular distributions. The appropriate 

equation~> and basic methodology of forward convolution have been well 

38 
discussed elsewhere. 

The c.m. product distribution is assumed to be separable into 

the product of a translational energy and angular part. 

I (8,E ') 
c.m. T 

(1) 

Although P(ET') could depend on the detailed distribution of EC for a 

given nominal EC, dependence of P(ET') on EC distribution has been 

neglected for these systems due to the relatively narrow beam 

velocity distributions, and slight sensitivity to trial calculations 

assuming the converse. Coupling between the energy and angular distri-

butions is expected to occur for some reactions, but is often difficult 

to detect. For reactions which proceed through a long-lived complex 

the coupling is not important. For the systems under study the 

uncoupled approximation appears to be satisfactory. 

The best fit calculations to the experimental angular and TOF 

distributions are shown as solid lines in Figs. 5 and 7 and Fi.gs, 5 and 

8 at EC"' 8.7 and 3.0 kcal/mole, respectively. Figures 11 and 12 show 

the resultant T(8) and P(ET'). The final result of the data fitting 

analysis is a c.m. contour map of product flux as a function of angle 

and product recoil energy. After a straightforward transformation to 

convert the flux distribution from an energy space to a velocity space, 

the c.m. contour map I (S,u) is represented in the usual form super.-c .m. 

imposed on the Newton diagram, The results are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, 



In this analysis the slight energy dependence of the reactive cross section 

was accounted for. The absolute integral reactive cross section, 

oR, has been estimated to be 0.80 A2 
and 0.94 A2 

at EC = 3,0 and 

EC = 8.7 kcal/mole, respectively (see Sect. IV.C). A linear energy 

dependence has been assumed and used in fitting the two systems. 

The transformation of the c.m. flux, I (S,u), to laboratory 
c.m. 

b - · (8 ) Lf0 num er denslty N -,v , is given by the equation 

N(O,v) v I (8,u) 
c.m. 

u 

The effect of the Jacobian v for the coordinate transformation is 
u 

seen in the strong enhancement of the low energy product, While the 

product flux actually peaks well removed from the center-of-

mass vector on the relative velocity axis, as seen in Figs. 13 and 

14, the observed laboratory signal, which is proportional to N(8,v), 

falls off rapidly away from the c.m. angle. 

The fits to the laboratory angular distributions are quite good 

at both energies. At EC = 8.7 kcal/mole a good fit to the TOF data 

is also obtained (Fig. 7). Here the peak at high velocity at each 

angle is due to Li nonreactivity scattered from HF. At 0 = 40° this 

peak is not present since LiF+ has been detected at this angle. The 

nonreactive peak is barely distinguishable at EC 3,0 kcal/mole, 

because of the low signal intensity and consequent noisy data (Fig. 8). 

Because of the uncertainties of the data at this lowest collision energy 
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the fit to the reactive product TOF has been only to reproduce the 

peak position. The sensitivity of the TOF data to the best c.m. distri-

bution functions is low at both collision energies, but especially at 

the lowest one. The calculated TOF distributions vary negligibly within 

the uncertainty limits shown in Fig. 12 for the c.m. functions at E = c 
3.0 kcal/mole. Because the sensitivity of the laboratory angular 

distribution N(G) to P(ET') and T(B) is strong (partly because the data 

obtained is higher quality) the low quality of the TOF data at this 

energy does not represent a significant drawback in the analysis process. 

In Figs. lOa and lla the arrows indicate the total available 

energy, ETOT' defined by ETOT = EC +~H. where EC and ~Hare the canonical 

collision energy p.nd reaction exoergicity, respectively. For the reaction 

41 
Li + HF + LiF +H. ~H = -1.1 ± 2 kcal/mole, Shown on the same figures 

is also the upper limit of the total energy available 
MAX 

ETOT' defined as 

MAX MAX MAX MAX 
ETOT = EC + AH , where EC is the collision energy corresponding to 

the largest Newton diagram (3% of the canonical) (see for instance Fig. 2) 

and AHMAX is the upper bound of the exoergicity (AHMAX = -3.1 kcal/mole). 

The shaded zones in Figs. 11 and 12 represent the limits for c.m. 

functtons which give reasonable fits to the data. 

The following comments are appropriate regarding Figs. 11 and 12. 

The c.m. angular distribution T(8) at EC = 3.0 kcal/mole is not quite 

symmetric. A slightly higher intensity appears in the backward 

hemisphere. A symmetric (around 6 = 90°) T(8) curve gives a calculated 



N(8) too high at 8 < 8 . The data and best fit are shown in Fig. 5. 
c.m. 

The relative intensity of T(8) in the forward and backward hemisphere 

is confined within a very narrow range; decreasing or increasing T(S) 

in a symmetrical manner about e::; 90°, within the indicated dashed 

lines (Fig. 12b), does not signficantly affect the fit. This 

moderate insensitivi is due to the kinematic constraint, finite beam 

velocity spreads, and small amount of available energy. This explains 

also the low sensitivity of the TOF data to T(S). Making the upper 

dashed T(S) shallower (Fig. 12b) cancels the double peak feature in 

the calculated N(8). Making the lower dashed T(8) deeper produces the 

opposite effect, namely a more pronounced bimodality in the N(8) with 

a simultaneous slight broadening of the entire angular disribution. The 

c.m. angular distribution of EC = 8.7 kcal/mole (Fig. llb) indicates 

that a large amount of product is appearing in the forward direction, 

but a significant amount (~33%) is still present in the backward hemi-

sphere. 

The translational energy distributions, P(ET'), peak at approxi

mately the same value (-2 to 3 kcal/mole) at the two collision energies 

(Figs. lla and 12a). But the distributions peak at approximately 20% 

and 60% of the total available energy ETOT at EC = 8.7 and 3.0 kcal/mole, 

respectively. These recoil energy distributions do show a clear change 

as the collision energy is increased. At EC = 3.0 kcal/mole the P(ET') 

rises smoothly from zero to its maximum at ~2.5 kcal/mole, then falls 

off rather rapidly. The fit is not too sensitive to a simultaneous 



variation of the low and high E' tail of P(Er') symmetrically 

(Fig. 12 b), similar to T(S). But the low or high ET' tail can 

be varied independently only within a small range (<20% of the shaded 

area) without producing a poor fit, At EC ~ 8.7 kcal/mole the P(ET') 

appears broader. rising from ~o. 8 at ~o kcal/mole to 1. 0 at ~2 kcal/mole 

and then falling off not as rapidly as for EC • 3.0 kcal/mole. 

The average product translational energy, 

(E') = 
T 

L: 
E' 

T 

P(E')·E' 
T T 

(2) 

is, however, ~55% of the total available energy ETOT for both collision 

energies. 

2. Li + HCl ~ LiCl +H. 

The best fit calculations to the experimental angular and TOF 

distributions are shown as solid lines in Figs. 6 and 9 and in Figs. 6 

and 10 at EC = 9.2 and EC = 2.9 kcal/mole, respectively. The T(S) 

and P(ET')whichgive the best fit to the data, are reported in Figs. 15 

and 16. The contour maps of product flux, I (8,u), generated from 
c.m. 

these T(S) and P(ET'),areshown in Figs. 17 and 18. Since the absolute 

integral reactive cross section crR has been estimated to be 27 X2 
and 

o2 
42 A for this reaction at EC = 2.9 and EC = 9.2 kcal/mole, respectively 

Sect. IV~C), the substantial dependence of the reactivity upon 

the collision energy was taken into account in the best fit analysis, 

in an assumed linear form. This energy weighting makes the most probable 

Newton diagram for reaction somewhat larger (~6%) than the nominal most 

probable Newton diagram which :i.s obtained by maximizing the quantity 
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. th 
where f. is the weighting factor for the 1 Newton diagram, The 

l 

n(v1) and n(v2) are the number density velocity distribution functions 

of the two reactant beams and f(y) is the distribution function for 

2 2 1/2 
intersection angle y and (v

1 
+ v

2
) is of course the relative velocity 

of the two reactants (for y =90°). The cross section weighting alno 

makes the most probable collision energy somewhat larger (~12%) than 

the nominal collision energy, which is shown in Figs, 6,9,15, and 17, 

for EC "" 9.2 kcal/mole. At EC = 2.9 kcal/mole this effect was 

negligible, 

The fit to the experimental data is considered particularly good 

at the highest energy (see Figs. 6 and 9), The high quality of the 

data results in fairly small error bars in the best c.m. distributionfunctions 

determined. The shaded zones in Figs. 15a and 15b again represent the 

limits for P(ET') and T(8) which still give a reasonable, although poorer, 

fit to the data. The P(ET') appears very broad, extending to the thermo-

dynamic limit. For the reaction Li + HCl -+ LiCl + H, 6H ~lL 3 ± 3 

kcal/mole.
41 

The T(8) is quite anisotropic and peaks at ~40°~50° in 

the forward direction for EC = 9.2 kcal/mole. This feature is parti-

cularly interesting, since T(B) reflects some characteristics of the 

PES which governs the reaction (see Sect. V), The sideways peaking of 

the product angular distribution with respect to the incident Li atom 
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can be more clearly seen in the c. m. contour map (Fig. 17) , A similar 

result was obtained by direct inversion of the data as discussed 

later in this section (Fig. 19). 

The fit to the low energy data (EC = 2.9 kcal/mole) is not quite 

as good as for the high energy case. It has not been possible to 

improve the fit to N(El) (Fig. 6) without making the fit to the TOF data 

(Fig. 10) somewhat poorer. Nevertheless it is considered satisfactory since 

the reaction seems to proceed with the same mechanism for both E = c 
9.2 and 2.9 kcal/mole. In fact the best fitP(ET') (Fig. 16a) appears 

very similar to the one obtained for the high energy case - namely it 

is very broad and extends to the thermodynamic limit. The T(8) 

(Fig. 16b) also is very similar, being within the indicated error 

bars of the high energy T(8) (Fig. 15b). Because of the lower quality 

of the data and the poorer fit, no error bars have been determined 

for this system. 

A much higher sensitivity of the TOF data to the c.m. functions 

is observed for HCl than HF because the Li + HCl ~ LiCl + H reaction 

is much more exoergic and a larger amount of available energy appears 

in translation even though the LiCl product is heavier than LiF. The 

P(E ') distributions peak at approximately the same value (~60%) of 
T 

E~i (~SQ% of ETOT) at both collision energies. The average product 

MAX 
translational energy (Eq. (2)) is -50% of ETOT (~70% of ETOT) at both 

collision energies. 

For the Li + HCl system we notice the negligible contribution of the elastic 

peak in the TOF data, recorded at m/e = 7 (Figs. 9 and 10). If present 
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it should have appeared around channel 45 at 8 = 55° at EC 9.2 

kcal/mole and around channel 5 at 0) = 70° at EC "" 2. 9 kcal/mole, This 

fact indicates a strong depletion of the elastic scattering due to the 

chemical reaction and will be discussed in Sect. V. 

37 
The deconvolution method developed by Siska allows I (8,u) c.m, 

to be obtained directly from the experimental data, without any assump~ 

tion about the form of the c.m. distribution. However, this method is 

very sensitive to the noise in the data and thus may produce spurious 

results in the c.m. flux contours, unless the input data is free of significant 

noise or subjected to extensive smoothing. This last operation can 

distort the data and reduce its information content and cannot be applied 

in general. The difficulty of direct inversion of the data with Siska's 

method becomes especially serious for cases where most of the product 

lies close to the c.m. vector, as in the systems under study. The decon-

volution method could be applied successfully only to the high resolution 

data obtained for Li + HCl at the highest collision energy, EC 9.2 

kcal/mole. From the angular distributions of LiCl shown in Fig. 6 and 

from the TOF velocity analysis of LiCl shown in Fig. 9, the c.m. contour 

map of LiCl product flux, I (8,u), has been constructed. The result 
c.m. 

is shown in Fig. 19. Smoothing of the so:newhat noisy TOF spectra has been 

carried out. The energy dependence of the reactive cross section has been 

taken into account. The results shown in Fig. 19 indicate the the LiCl 

product is mainly scattered sideways in the forward hemisphere with 

respect to the incoming Li atom beam (peak around ~50°~60°). Such a 

feature might suggest that the PES favors a non-linear approach. This 
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result confirms the interesting finding obtained from the best fit 

analysis described above (see Fig. 17) and is discussed in Sec. V, 

The laboratory data calculated from the deconvoluted c.m. flux distri

bution reported in Fig. 19 fit very well the experimental N(8) and 

TOF data, 

The lower resolution of the cross correlation TOF data and the 

unfavorable kinematics of these hydrogen departing reactions has not 

allowed reliable application of the inversion procedure for the other 

systems investigated. 

B. Nonreactive Scattering: Spherically Averaged Interaction Potential. 

The m/e = 7 angular distributions reported in Figs. 3 and 4 at 

four different EC for the Li + HF and Li + HCl system, respectively, 

are the results of elastic, inelastic and reactive collisions between 

Li atoms and the hydrogen halides. The effect of reactive encounters 

is clearly discernible at large angles as a hump in the angular distri

butions; here the m/e = 7 intensity is coming from the fragmentation in 

the ionizer of the LiX product. In the corresponding angular range, 

depletion of the nonreactive signal occurs. From the analysis of these 

nonreactive angular distributions interaction potentials can be 

determined. The characteristic oscillations which appear in the 

differential cross section (rainbow structure) may be partially 

damped by the potential anisotropy , and by the extent of the reaction 

probability for impact parameters near the rainbow impact parameter, 

When these damping effects are not severe, the rainbow extrema can 

provide information on the spherically symmetric portion of the potential. 



7 Since total cross section velocity dependence measurement show no 

quenching of the glory undulations for Li + HF and only partial 

quenching for Li + HCl, we do not expect much quenching of the 

rainbow structure for Li + HF and probably little for Li + HCl. 

The experimental results of Figs. 3 and 4 were analyzed by 

finding the best parameters for a flexible piecewise analytical 

potential form that would reproduce the data in a single channel 

scattering calculation. Two Morse functions, a switching function 

and the van der Waals dispersion expansion are used for the descrip~ 

tion. The reduced form of this Morse~Horse-SW-van der Waals (MM:SV) 

function is: 

f(x) 

f(x) 

and 

sw 

(r) 
X 

c 

SW(x)•M2(x) + (1-SW(x))•W(x) 

W(x) 

r 
r 

m 

() < X < 1 

1 



where c6r 
c6 

6 • 
(Erm) 

position of potential minimum, 

; E and r are the depth and 
m 

(n = 6, 8) constants of the 

long range potential are given by the dispersion portion, C d' , 
n, 1.sp 

plus the induction portion, C i d: C = C d. + C . d The van n, n n n, 1.sp n,1n 

der Waals c6 d' constant is estimated by the Slater-Kirkwood formula42 
' l.Sp 

for effective number of electrons: 

3 a(Li)•a(HX) 
c6,disp 

____ , 
2 [a(Li)/N(Li)]l/ 2 + [a(HX)/N(HX)]l/ 2 

where a(Li) and a(HX) are the polarizabilities of Li atom43 and HX 

(X= F, Cl) 44 respectively, and N is the number of outer shell electrons 

[N(Li) = 1; N(HX) = 8]. The C constants are estimated from the 8,disp 
ca . 45 1 C: rat1o for He (2 S) + Ne and Ar, and c6 d' 
·6 ' l.Sp 

of the Li + HF and HCl 

interaction, respectively. The c
10 

term was neglected entirely due to 

lack of information and to small contribution. The dipole induced 

dipole C constant is estimated by the use of the Debye equation,
46 

6,ind 

which for our case reduces to: 

2 a(Li)•]J (HX) 

where ]J(HX) is the dipole moment of the hydrogen halide. 47 The permanent 

quadrupole-induced dipole induction C constant is estimated by: 46 
8,ind 

where Q(HX) is the permanent quadrupole of Hx. 48 



For an assumed potential function, the center-of-mass differential 

cross section was calculated using the Rayleigh-Faxen-Holtsmark partial 

wave expansion with JWKB phase shifts. It was transformed into the 

laboratory frame with appropriate averaging over the velocity and 

angular distributions of the two beams and the detector acceptance angle. 

The potential parameters: c, rm' s
1 

and B2 we:r.·e varied in an attempt to 

match the calculated with the experimental N(G) at the four collision 

energies. The best fit potential parameters are listed in Table II for 

the two systems. The spherically sy:rrn:netric V (r) 1 s are depicted in 
0 

Fig. 20. Here, r is the distance between the HF c.m. and Li. Calculated 

N(8) from the derived potentials are plotted as a solid line along with 

the data in Figs. 3 and 4 for the Lt + HF and Li + HCl system, respec-

tively. The calcul~ted N(G) are scaled to the data by a constant 

scaling factor '-'lhich is determined by the minimization of a X(ch:i)-

square goodness-of-fit measure. Considering that these are simply 

spherically symmetric potentials, the fit to the data, for angles smaller 

than the angle which corresponds to the onset of the chemical reaction, 

is quite good. At each energy, the calculated elastic N(G) for angles at 

which chemical reaction clearly occurs are reported as a dashed line. 

Some remarks on the N(G) are appropriate. Rainbow scattering is 

fully resolved for Li + HF at the two lowest collision energies and 

for Li + HCl at the lowest one. 
7 

In contrast to previous results, 

this indicates that the strength of the interaction is similar for the 

two systems, In particular, V (R) for Li-HF has a deeper well (c 
0 

0.46 kcal/mole) than for Li-HCl (c = 0.32 kcal/mole). Because rainbow 



features are resolved at low EC for these systems, the N(8) are sensitive 

to attractive parts of the potentials. Uncertainties in the E and r 
m 

parameters are obtained by systematically varying the parameters and 

observing when the N(8) fit become poor. The estimated maximum uncer-

tainties are within ±5(±7)% in E and r for Li-HF (Li-HCl). Sensitivity 
m 

to the repulsive walls is less than for the well region owing to the 

chemical reaction which depletes the wide angle N(8) and to the lower 

signal-to-noise ratio at large angle before the onset of the reaction. 

C. Reactive Scattering Cross Sections: OR 

In a crossed molecular beam study of a chemical reaction, the 

integral reactive scattering cross section, oR, can be derived either 

from the integration of the angular and velocity distributions of 

reaction products or from the estimation of the depletion of nonreactive 

scattering intensity at wide angle due to chemical reactions. The 

latter has been used quite extensively in obtained the energy dependence 

of OR in many reactions of alkali atoms with halogen containing mole-

cules. l9 T~en the rea.ct1'on · 'Vlt . cross sect:1on is small, however, such as in the 

case of Li + HF, or when the fragmentation of reaction products in the 

ionizer gives the same mass spectrometric signal as the nonreactively 

scattered signal, which is also the case in this study, the estimation 

of the depletion of nonreactive scattering intensity due to chemical 

reaction becomes impractical. The general limitations of this method 

have been fully discussed.
49 

We chose to estimate the OR by integrating the c.m. reactive flux 

contour map over velocities and angular distributions following the 



method developed by Birely et a1.
50 

In this method, the extremely 

difficult calibration of absolute beam intensities and absolute detec~ 

tion sensitivities of the apparatus is avoided by comparing reactive 

scattering signals with small angle elastic signals and using the 

theoretically calculated small angle elastic signal based on van der 

Waals 1 long range interaction,
51 

V(r) = - C/ as the absolute 

measure. This method suffers from considerable uncertainty even if 

the long range interaction is exactly known. The elastic scattering 

angular distribution, even at relatively small angles often shows 

appreciable deviation from the theoret:l.cal calculation solely based 

on long nmge interaction. More reliable calibration has been obtained 

using the derived spherically averaged interaction potential, V (r), 
0 

for Li + HF and Li + HCl to calculate absolute differential cross 

sections. This calibration was carried out at laboratory angles 

smaller than 7°. At this angular range, the contribution of reactively 

scattered lithium halides to the signals of nonreactively scattered Li 

signals is negligible. 

In this experiment, since both elastic and reactive channels are 

detected at m/e = 7, the transmission through the mass spectrometer 

and the ion counting efficiency for both channels should be identical. 

The relative sensitivi for detecting reactive and elastic channels 

will come from the difference in the ionization cross sections for Li 

and lithium halides, and the Li+:LiX+ branching ratio of the ionization 

of lithium halides. At 200 eV electron energy, the ionization cross 
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section of Li atom is known to be 1.45 A . In the ionization of 

lithium halides, we have also measured that 25% and 77% of total ions 

produced in LiCl and LiF are Li+. The only quantities which are not 

available are the ionization cross section of lithium halides at 200 

1 k ( ) eff h eff . h ff eV e ectron energy. We ta e aMX = aW +aX- =aX- w ere aX- 1s t e e ective 

1 . b'l' ( eff 2 2 A03 d 0 58 93 f X Cl d F . 1 ) 53 
po ar1za 1 1ty aX- = . an . A or = an , respect1ve y . 

N2ting that the relative ionization cross section of LiF as a function 

35a 
of electron energy, which was measured up to 70 eV, is quite similar 

52 
to that of Ne, we assumed that the ionization cross sections of LiF 

and LiCl only differ from that of Ne (0.78 12
) and Ar (2.46 12

)
52 

at 

200 eV electron energy by the ratio of their polarizabilities 

(0.58 A.3;o.4 13 and 2.2 13/1.6 13
).

54 
These estimated values for 

LiCl and LiF are 3.1 12 
and 1.04 12

. 

With these values, we obtained reactive cross sections of 42 and 

27 X2 
for Li + HCl + LiCl + H at collision energies of 9.2 and 2.9 

o2 
kcal/mole, respectively, and 0.94 and 0.8 A for Li + HF + LiF + H at 

collision energies of 8.7 and 3.0 kcal/mole. The largest uncertainties 

of these estimates of OR probably come from the estimation of ionization 

cross sections of lithium halides and the spherically averaged inter-

action potential. Nevertheless, the absolute value of reactive cross 

sections obtained in these experiments, should be accurate within 

a factor of 2 and the relative values for the two systems and at different 

collision energies are estimated to be accurate to within 30%. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The derived maps of product flux in the c.m. frame allow an 

evaluation of the dynamical influence of the PES as well as the 

kinematic constraints for these two reactions. Some inferences are 

clear while others are intended to suggest possibilities and stimulate 

dynamical calculations, as well as new calculations of the potential 

energy surface for LiClH. A detailed description and discussion of 

the potential energy surface of LiFH have been given recently by Chen 

and Schaefer. 
6 

A. Li + HF ~ LiF + H. 

1. Product Energy Distributions. 

A dominant feature of this reaction is the large fraction of 

available energy released into translation. The P(ET') distributions 

derived are shown in Figs. lla and 12a, where for both of these EC the 

average product translational energy is -55% of ETOT" The PES of Chen 

6 
and Schaefer shows a late barrier to reaction, a form of repulsive 

1 d J • 1 . d. 55 ' 56 h h 'h. energy re ease, an c.ass:1.ca traJectory stu les aves own t lS 

feature to result in large amounts of energy in translation, in agree-

ment with these findings. 

For the collision energy, EC = 3.0 kcal/mole, the remaining -45% 

of ETOT is predominantly in the rotational excitation of the ground 

vibrational state because the amount of average internal excitation 

in LiF shown in Fig. 12a is not quite sufficient to populate LiF(v""l) 

which contains 2.6 kcal/mole of vibrational energy. Trajectory studies 



55 56 
have suggested ' that for this mass combination the energy release 

in the vibrational and translational degrees of freedom will be "mixed" 

due to "cutting the corner" of the PES rather than going strongly to 

E ' for a repulsive PES: but this is not found here. However, H atom 
T 

tunneling through a very high late barrier rather than simply exoergic 

late energy release, and a non-LEPS-type surface are deviations from 

the previous trajectory studies and make the generalized conclusions 

57 58 
tenuous. ' 

At EC = 8.7 kcal/mole the possibility of a greater role for vibra-

tional excitation of LiF cannot be ruled out due to the broad nature 

of the P(ET') (see Fig. lla). The general trend from trajectory studies 

. 55 56 59 60 
and experlment ' ' ' of increasing EC being channeled to product 

translational and rotational (ER') cannot be tested due to lack of 

knowledge of P(ER'). A significant increase in <E '> is observed however 
T 

in support of this trend, though the peak position in P(ET') is not 

changing here with EC. For a light particle leaving a heavy atom, the 

potential energy of the exit barrier is likely to channel into product 

translation. The fact that the product translational energy peaks at 3 

kcal/mole at both collision energies might be a tunneling phenomenon 

or may indicate that the exit channel barrier is significantly less 

6 than the estimate of 6, kcal/mole by Chen and Schaefer. 

2. Angular Distributions. 

The T(8) in Fig. 12b for E c 3.0 kcal/mole contains a significant 

amount of information. While this T(8) is slightly backward peaked 

with respect to the Li direction, it is, to a good approximation, sym-

metric about e = 90°, and the following remarks focus on this feature. 



Though this symmetry in principle is possible in a direct interaction, 

it is very likely the result of the formation of a Li-F-H complex 

with a lifetime comparable to or longer than its rotational period. 

At this relatively low EC, this is not surprising due to the known 

complex stability, calculated2 •6 to be about 4 kcal/mole with respect 

to the Li and HF reactants. The minimum in T(G) is less than 1/2 

of the values at the poles (0° and 180°). This strong peaking at 

the poles is somewhat surprising for a system which 

produces a light hydrogen atom and heavier LiF, since most of the 

initial angular momentum is expected to appear as rotational angular 

momentum of LiF, and the final orbital angular momentum is not expected 

to be strongly correlated to the initial orbital angular momentum. 

From the observation of this type of T(B) we can conclude 61 •62 that there 

is a strong preference for hydrogen emission in the plane which is 

perpendicular to the initial orbital angular momentum, such that the 

final orbital angular momentum is nearly parallel or antiparallel to the 

initial orbital angular momentum. This strong correlation of initial 

and final orbital angular momentum can occur if the reactions are mainly 

due to a coplanar encounter of atoms and molecules. 

To appreciate how the significant coplanarity of the reaction is a 

dynamical effect, consider the kinematic and statistical predictions for 

the LiFH system. Due to the extremely low final reduced mass u' and a 

reasonable range of exit impact parameters b', it is apparent that 

li' 1<<1!1 where t is the orbital angular momentum vector of 

reactants. With low rotational J values for the HF' beam, we have 



+ + + + 
the kinematic constraint J' "' L. The small L' is predicted to be :o: J 

by both the classical mechanical spectator stripping model
63 

and quantum 

and classical mechanical theories of angular momentum coupling in 

. 14 s h 1 1 . 64 k . . 1 d. . react1.ons. orne p ase space ca. cu at1ons rna e sllnl ar pre 1ct1ons, 

although it does not appear to be a general conclusion.
65 

Given an 

+ + 
isotropic initial J distribution, this predicts an isotropic L', not 

confined perpendicular to the initial scattering plane, resulting in 

an isotropic I (B,ET').
66 

The results of Fig. 12b support the con-
c.m. 

elusion of coplanar encounter for this system such that the strong 

+ + + 
correlation between L and J causes the orientation of L' to be mostly 

+ 
parallel or antiparallel to L, and not isotropically oriented. 

If there is a force which brings the H atom into the plane deter-

mined by the relative motion between Li and F atoms during the course 

of reaction, the strong correlation betw~en ! and !v will not be the 

+ + 
consequence of the correlation between L and J, but the PES of Chen 

6 
and Schaefer does not show any strong forces to bring H into the plane 

determined by the relative motion between Li and F atoms for initially 

out of plane conditions. This means that for the reaction to occur the 

motion of the H atom itself must also lie in the same plane determined 

by the relative motion between Li and F and thus a small opacity will 

result. The possible important role of some substantially rotationally 

excited HF in the beam is relevent here. Because, not all of the HF in the 

supersonic beam may relax, particularly since the oven temperature is 

high enough to thermally populate HF with a relatively high rotational 

quantum number with large level spacings. A bimodal distribution in J 

for HF might result after a weak expansion through the nozzle. If the 



contribution from the HF in higher J is important, the observed 

-r -+ 
coplanarity means that J and L must be parallel or antiparallel, 

suggesting that rotation might be efficient in surmounting or tunneling 

through the exit barrier. 

At EC ~ 3.0 kcal/mole Fig. 12b also shows a slight backward peaking 

of the product. Perhaps at this EC some backward scattered collisions 

are those such that Li approaches F as H rotates into Li, exciting the 

bending of the complex and leading to the formation of products after 

passing through the exit barrier. The calculated transition state of 

-+ -+ 
For such a collision J and L are likely to be 

-+ -+ -+ -+ 
antiparallel; J' and L', and Land L' are parallel. 

It should be noted that trajectory studies on a late barrier 

56 
surface, for all mass combinations, show a tendency toward backward 

scattering, in agreement with this observation at EC = 3.0 kcal/mole. 

These trajectory studies however employ U~PS-type surfaces where 

collinear approach is favored, unlike the predicted
6 

bent transition 

state. 

Figure llb shows forward scattering at EC = 8.7 kcal/mole, in con

trast to Fig. 12b. At this higher EC the formation of a long lived 

complex should not be important. This forward scattering at higher 

collision energy is fairly consistent with Roach's direct interaction 

67 6 
model for Chen and Schaefer's transition state. In this 

model, reaction occurs if (a) there is sufficient EC 

to reach the "corner" of the PES and (b) the vibrational energy is 
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larger than the difference between the top of the potential barrier 

and the corner energy. The scattering angle, 8, is predicted from 

the reacting geometry alone considering the light H motion to be 

decoupled from the heavier LiF motion; 8 "" c, the angle between the 

initial relative velocity and the F-H bond axis, The transition state 

6 Li-F-H angle of 74° predicts somewhat forward scattering for the model. 

This agreement 1:vith Roach's model here could also be fortuitous. 

At EC = 3.0 kcal/mole, because the observed P(Ei) (Fig. 12a) shows 

that vibrational excitation of LiF generally will not be energetically 

possible, we have ER = ETOT - ET'. The average (ER) = L 8 kcal/mole, 

or (J ') ""' 20tL The calculated transition state 
6 

can be used to get an 

estimate of b' and thus 1 1
• Assuming H atom pushes off directly from 

F, then b' ;;;; 0.44 A, and for (ET') = 2.3 kcal/mole T.ve have (L') """311. 

The domination of (J') over (L') is just what would be expected for this 

system. The maximum values are J~X = 32~ and L~X = ~. But because 

the initial orbital angular momentum must be carried away as rotational 

motion of LiF, it is not possible to have all the available energy 

carried away as translation. Because of the broader P(Ei) for EC 

8.7 kcal/mole,(ER) cannot be estimated; however the maximum possible 

ER(=ETOT) would give J' = 5~, and Ei = ETOT would give 1 1 = ~using 

b' = 0.44 l. It is worth noting that although L' is constrained to be 

small <E '>can be large for a system with small u'. 
T 

3. Integral Cross Sections and Potential Energy Barrier. 

+ + 
From the kinematic constraint L = J', for EC = 3.0 kcal/mole, 

LMAX = 3~ corresponds to a bMAX = 1.8 l. And for aR ~ 0.80 X2 
this 



gives an average opacity of 0.08, a rather low value. At EC = 8.7 

0 

kcal/mole, taking L:VJAX ~ SOfi yields bMAX = 1. 6 A. 
o2 

With OR = 0. 94 A , 

this gives an average opacity of 0.12. The relatively small average 

opacity probably reflects the restricted orientation requirement 

discussed above, as well as the existence of a barrier and a tight 

6 
geometrical requirement about the transition state geometry. The 

energy dependenc0; of oR is not a simple function, at least in phase 

68 
space theory, but depends on the product of the probability of 

"complex" formation and the probability of the "complex" decomposing to 

products. The size of these two factors likely have opposite behavior 

with EC and a fairly constant OR" at least over this limited range 

of collision energies, is not surprising. 

The slight dependence on EC of oR for this PES
6 

with a barrier in 

.h . h 1 . 1 . . h . d. 55' 56 t e ex1t c anne 1s a so cons1stent w1t traJectory stu 1es. 

These show reagent vibration as efficient in promoting reaction and 

reagent translation inefficient. 

It is tempting to try to assign a maximum barrier height based 

on the observation of products at the nominal EC ~ 2.2 kcal/mole, 

with the possible contribution of high energy parts of the beam distri-

butions. However, given the relatively small size of the observed OR 

and results of tunneling studies
69 

it would be imprudent to try to 

make such an assignment. Recent calculations
6 

show a barrier, with 

zero-point energies, of about 6 kcal/mole. If this value is accurate, 

all the products of LiF formed at the nominal EC "' 2.2 kcal/mole are 

through tunneling. 
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B. Li + HCl ~ LiCl + H. 

Product energy in translation dominates in this reaction, with 

(ET) """70% of ETOT for both EC"' 2.9 and 9.2 kcal/mole (see Figs. 15a 

and 16a). The P(ET') are very broad and both peak at -80% of ETOT" 

A significant barrier (~ 2 kcal/mole) likely does not exist due to 

the large oR at low EC. For this exoergic reaction a late energy 

release (repulsive) surface would probably give accord of experimental 

b . i h . di 55.56 o servat1ons w t traJectory stu es. This is in opposition to 

the previously calculated semiempirical PES5 which shows a substantial 

barrier in the entrance channel. 

Unfortunately, no information can be gained from the data as to 

the relative importance of product E~ and E; by direct measurement, 

However, by consideration of the size of oR we may reach a conclusion 

regarding the internal degrees of freedom of nascent LiCl. At EC 

9, 2 kcal/mole, oR """ 42 A 2 , and assuming an opacity of unity, bMAX 

3.66 A or LMAX """120!1. Due to the light departing H we again have the 

kinematic constraint L ~1', leading toE~= 29 kcal/mole which corresponds 

MAX A/ 
to ETOT for LMAX' That is, LMAX cannot be larger than 12tm and so the 

opacity function f(b) is to a good approximation a step function: 70 

f(b) 1 b < bMAX (3) 

0 b > bMAX" 

Because 

00 

OR 2rrj f(b)bdb (4) 

0 
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and P(b) 2Trbf (b) /oR (5) 

where P(b) is the probability distribution for reaction occuring 

between b and b + db as well as classically, 

P(b)db P(L)dL p (J y) dJ I (6) 

and p (ER') P(J') 
dJ' 

P(J')/J' P(b)/b (7) 0: 0: 

dE' 
R 

then p (ER') a: 21Tbf(b)/(ORb) 0: 21Tf(b)/oR a: constant. (8) 

1 b O d nMAX The range of ER will be etvJeen an ~.TOT' The measured P (ET') of 

Fig, 15a is, to a first approximation, so broad as to be constant. 

Taking the product P(ET')P(ER') to be constant over the entire energy 

MAX 
range, with average energy of approximately 50% of ETOT' restricts 

the combined distribution P(ET',ER') ""P(ET' ,ER' ,Ev') to a 

contour along Ev' = 0. Thus for this system the conclusion 

is that, approximately, very little energy should appear in vibra-

tional excitation at higher collision energy. Assuming a unit opacity 

for reaction at EC = 2.9 

short of ETOT as well as 

kcal/mole gives LMAX ~ J~X = 5511 and E~ quite 

MAX 
ETOT' Thus at the lower EC the arguments 

above regarding P(E~) etc. cannot be made. 

The large amount of product energy in translation, negligible 

barrier, rather large oR, and mass combination bears similarity to the 

k b G 1 59 B + HF I h d i recent wor y YUpta, et a . on a . n t at stu y t was 

suggested that the governing PES had very late downhill energy release. 

Furthennore, tht: energy release being further in the exit channel than 
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common for exoergic reactions would make "cutting the corner" for 

"mixed" energy release unimportant. These conclusions seem to apply 

to Li + HCl also. At higher collision energy, the increased trans-

lational energy for Li + HCl is going over to product translation 

59 
and rotation also similar to that found for BaF (at least at the 

f h . E ) d d b 1. k 55' 56' 60 upper range o t e1r C , an suggeste y ear 1er wor , 

The OR for both LiCl and LiF formation appear roughly independent 

of EC but differ considerably in magnitude. The dramatic size difference 

correlates well with the differences in vertical electron affinity 

71 
(V.E.A.) as well as exoergicity. For HX + e ~ HX the V.E.A. are 

about +4 eV for HF and +1 eV for HCl. Therefore no ionic-covalent 

curve crossing is possible for either system outside the van der Waals 

d 
.. 27 ra 11. Yet for LiCl formation, at least at EC = 9.2 kcal/mole, aR 

seems to be limited by only the conservation laws. This says that 

nearly all HCl orientations will react which is a bit surprising 

given that the harpooning mechanism is not an appropriate description. 

Figures 15b, 16b, 17, 18 and 19 display the angular distributions 

of the LiCl product. The T(8) are strongly forward peaked. At EC = 

9.2 kcal/mole it is clear that T(8) peaks at 8 ~ 40°- 50°, while the 

exact peak location at E = 2.9 kcal/mole is uncertain. These results c 
are not easily explained except the obvious conclusion of not forming 

long lived complexes in this reaction. 

No information has been obtained in the present work on the 

~ ~ . 
spatial correlation between the 1 and L', but no strong correlatlon 
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is expected in this case since the large cross section indicates no 

geometric constraint in the entrance channel. From the large 0R and 

-+ -+ 
the kinematic constraint 1- J' large values of product rotation have 

been derived, -+ Again, the small~· means 1 1 must be relatively small 

showing that, as for LiF, large fractions of the total energy available 

can appear in translation while 1 1 is small and J' rather large. 

c. Spherically Averaged Interaction Potential: V (r). 
0 

We conclude this discussion vJith a few comments about the 

spherically symrnetric potential V (r) determinations, or more precisely, 0 .. 

the physical significance of fitting a V (r) by single channel scattering 
0 

techniques to the nonreactive Li + HX scattering, For the similar non

reactive atom-diatom case (e.g., rare gas+ HX), it has been shown
72 

that 

only under favorable conditions can an accurate spherically averaged 

potential be extracted. Also, for simple systems like rare gas + HX 

the full anisotropic potential cannot be derived with confidence from 

only a total (elastic plus inelastic) differential cross section measure-

ment. In the present study the HF beam characteristics were the same 

72 
as used in the HF + Xe study where it was argued that the V (r) 

0 

extraction was valid due to the likely significant population of J ? 1, 

in the HF beam, the small rotational excitation cross section due to a 

large rotational constant for HF and the ability to fit the structured 

N(G) at more than one EC. These same arguments also apply in Li + HX 

systems described in this paper. Also estimates of bMAX from OR for 

Li + HCl indicate little reactive scattering forb ~3.5 1, and only 

moderate quenching of glory oscillations was observed 7 for integral 
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cross section measurements of Li off HCl. Very little glory quenching 

for Li + HF
7 

and the small reactive OR for LiF formation suggest reac-

tion is not significantly obscuring nonreactive scattering events with 

moderate b values. On the other hand, the degree of the anisotropy 

for the interaction may be great enough as to negate comparisons to 

72 
the HF + Xe study. Together with the still unknown complicating 

feature of reaction, we suggest that although the derived V (r) of 
0 

Fig. 20 might not give an exact picture, it is of definite qualitative 

value. Furthermore, attractive well determination is generally more 

reliable from only a series of N(8) at different EC showing rainbow 

structure than from only nonreactive integral cross section measure-

ments. Also, the glory impact parameter is smaller (more likely reac-

tive) than for rainbow scattering. These facts suggest the present 

7 
V (r) results may be preferable to previous V (r) results and 

0 0 

1 d . 1 . 73 re ate an1sotropy eva .uat1ons. 
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Table I. Beams Characteristics and Center-of-Mass Collision Energies. 

Ec/kcal mole -1 
Li Beam Peak

4 v/10 (FWHM) 
Gas T/K M em sec-1 Llv/v Li + HF Li + HCl ---·· -~-------~-·-

He 2116 5.5 35.7 31% 8.7 9.2 

85% He + 15% Ne 1475 4.7 29.8 35% 5.7 6.9 

Ne 545 4.9 18.1 33% 3.0 2.9 

Ar 294 5.6 13.3 31% 2.2 1.9 

-·-~·-~-------··· 

HF 603 8.5 13.1 22% 

HCl 620 7.2 9.9 25% 



Table II. Best fit V (r) Potential Parameters for Li~HF and Li~HC1. 
0 

Li - HF Li - HC1 

~~--~--"--' 

E: (kcal/mole) 0.46 0.32 

r m CA) 4.34 4.7 

sl 4.0 4.6 

132 10.0 8,0 

xl 1.0693 1.0866 

X 2 1.600 1. 700 

c6 (kca1/mole·A6) 2556.0 4541.0 

cs 
8 (kcal/mo1e•A ) 22000.0 36800.0 

~·-~--__,......--.. .. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 2. 

Beam velocity distributions for the indicated substances 

under the experimental conditions, each normalized to unity. 

Solid circles are from TOF data and lines are results of 

parametric fits to the deconvoluted distributions for the 

Mach numbers and temperatures given in Table L 

Exemplary Newton diagrams for Li + HCl at E = 9.2 kcal/mole. 
c 

-+ -+ 
The solid relative velocity line (v

1
i-vHCl) corresponds to 

the most probable velocities, while dashed lines indicate 

the FWHM velocity spreads. The v and 8 are laboratory 

velocity and scattering angle, while u and 8 are c.m. 

quantities. The circles represent the maximum energetically 

permitted u{icl' Primed quantities are final values. 

Fig. 3. Measured angular distributions (open circles) at m/e 7 for 

F~.g. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Li + HF at four collision energies with exemplary error bars 

of ±2 standard deviation of the mean. The "hump" around the 

indicated center-of-mass position is due to reactive scatter-

ing (see text). Solid lines are fits to the nonreactive 

scattering, described in Sect. IV.C. 

Same as Fig. 3 except for Li + HCl. 

Measured angular distributions of LiF product (solid circles) 

with error bars representing ±2 standard deviations of the 

mean (~95% confidence limit). Nominal Newton diagrams and 

beam and c.m. positions are shown for the four E . Low 
c 

signal data are recorded at m/e ~ 7 (see text). Solid lines 

are fits to the data discussed in Sect. IV.B. 



Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

~ss-

Same as Fig. 5 except for LiCl product all measured at m/e 

Measured TOF spectra (solid circles) of LiF at E = 8.7 
c 

kcal/mole at different laboratory scattering angles measured 

at the indicated values of m/e. The cross correlation method 

was used. Solid lines are fits to the data discussed in 

42. 

Sect. IV.B. Fast peaks are nonreactively scattered Li (dashed 

lines are drawn through the experimental points for clarity). 

Same as Fig. 7 except for LiF at E = 3.0 kcal/mole, measured 
c 

at m/e = 7. 

Same as Fig. 7 except for LiCl at E = 9.2 kcal/mole, measured 
c 

at m/e = 7, and the single shot TOF method was used. 

Same as Fig. 7 except for LiCl at E = 2,9 kcal/mole, measured 
c 

at m/e = 7. 

Fig. 11. Best fit (a) translational energy and (b) angular distributions 

Fig. 12. 

(solid lines) for Li + HF + LiF +Hat E = 8.7 kcal/mole. 
c 

The shaded area represents the limits of acceptable fits to 

the data. The exoergicity (~H) is shown in part (a) as is 

the total ene.rgy available (ETOT) estimated by the sum of 

the recommended value of ~H and the nominal E , and the maximum 
c 

available energy (E~~) given by the sum of the upper bound 

estimate on ~~H and the maximum E obtained from 3% values of 
c 

the beam velocity spread. 

Same as Fig. 11 except for the nominal E = 3.0 kcal/mole. 
c 



Fig. 13. Center-of-mass LiF product flux contour map superimposed on 

Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15. 

Fig. 16, 

the nominal Newton diagram for E 
c 

8.7 kcal/mole, derived 

from the best fit analysis (forward convolution method). 

Same as in Fig. 13 except for LiF at E = 3.0 kcal/mole. 
c 

Same as in Fig. 11 except for Li + HCl 7 LiCl + H at E 
c 

9.2 kcal/mole. 

Same as in Fig. 11 except for Li + Cl 7 LiCl + H at E = 
c 

2.9 kca1/mole. Regions of distributions giving acceptable 

fits to the data are not estimated due to the lower quality 

of the data and somewhat poorer fit with respect to the 9.2 

kcal/mole results. 

Fig. 17, Center-of-mass LiCl product flux contour map superimposed 

Fig, 18. 

Fig. 19. 

on the nominal Newton diagram for E = 9.2 kcal/mole, derived . c 

from the best fit analysis (forward convolution method). 

Same as in Fig. 17 except for E = 2.9 kcal/mole. 
c 

Same as Fig. 17 except derived from direct deconvolution of 

the N(G) and TOF data by Siska's ratio method. 

Fig. 20. Derived spherically symmetrical interaction potentials for 

Li-HF and Li-HCl. Potential parameters are given in Table II. 
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